
Two Idiot Brothers start a ridiculously epic adventure to reach their full potential and become the 
best [Insert] in the world 
 
Andrew and Jim are best friends but they are nerdy and are vastly different characters. Jim is 
crazy and unapologetically wild and himself and lives in dream land while Jim is pragmatic and 
insecure and unable to get the courage to speak for himself. Jim and Andrew need money so 
they start a mall/shop Kiosk. They fail on selling their product but not because of a lack of effort. 
They work tirelessly on on selling but continuously are met with failure. One day a new kiosk 
appears, shiny and almost alien looking the two look in awe at the kiosk as its flamboyant owner 
appears and opens his kiosk. The two stare in awe as his tip jar grow full and the constant ring 
of the cash register fills the store. After the day ends the two approach the stranger and ask how 
he was able to succeed so effortlessly. The stranger glances at their stand and smiles and 
begins telling a grandiose story which the two eagerly take in. Upon its completion they thank 
the stranger and return to the HQ (gamin castle) and plan their campaign to acquire the 
ingredients as the stranger described and succeed. Andrew has his doubt and brings up 
concerns about the plan only for Jim to resolve the problems simply and with very minimal 
thought or effort. Andrew is nervous and doesnt think its a good Idea. Eventually with enough 
coercion the two agree to start the quest. In doing so they get geared up in Larp gear and 
search for the ingredients each challenge building on there weaknesses and helping them to 
overcome their internal issues. As they approach the final ingredient a colossal failure end up 
ruining their plan and leaves them back at square one. They both turn on each other and voice 
how terrible the other is. Angry and upset Andrew and Jim part ways saying that  they don't 
need each other and try to get the ingredient their own way. They fail miserably for different 
reasons, Andrew meticulous plans lead to colossal failures as he is unable to adapt to situations 
not thought up in their plan. Jim fails as he constantly goes in guns blazing and end up never 
accomplishing anything. After taking time to think on there failures they both try to call each 
other at the same time and both awkwardly apologize and go back to working together. They 
succeed and gather all the ingredients and return to the mall with the golden fleece which wins 
them the day and Andrew learns to speak for himself and to not be so tense and Jim learns to 
think and have some semblance of a plan. 


